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ABSTRACT
We present a characterization of the new Volans-Carina Association (VCA) of stars near the Galactic
plane (b' -10°) at a distance of ' 75–100 pc, previously identified as group 30 by Oh et al. (2017). We
compile a list of 19 likely members from Gaia DR2 with spectral types B8–M2, and 46 additional
candidate members from Gaia DR2, 2MASS and AllWISE with spectral types A0–M9 that require
further follow-up for confirmation. We find an isochronal age of 89+5−7 Myr based on MIST isochrones
calibrated with Pleiades members. This new association of stars is slightly younger than the Pleiades,
with less members but located at a closer distance, making its members ' 3 times as bright than those
of the Pleiades on average. It is located further than members of the AB Doradus moving group which
have a similar age, but it is more compact on the sky which makes it less prone to contamination
from random field interlopers. Its members will be useful benchmarks to understand the fundamental
properties of stars, brown dwarfs and exoplanets at ' 90 Myr. We also provide an updated version of
the BANYAN Σ Bayesian classification tool that includes the Volans-Carina association.
Keywords: methods: data analysis — stars: kinematics and dynamics — proper motions
1. INTRODUCTION
The Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016)
is reshaping our understanding of the Solar neighbor-
hood and the Milky Way kinematics. The Data Release
1 of the Gaia mission (Lindegren et al. 2016) on 2016
September 14 published precise parallaxes (' 0.3 mas)
and proper motions for 2 million stars in the Tycho-2
catalog (Høg et al. 2000), more than a factor two im-
provement over the Hipparcos mission ('1 mas; Perry-
man et al. 1997; van Leeuwen 2007) that was still widely
used to characterize stars and young associations in the
Solar neighborhood (e.g., Zuckerman & Song 2004; Tor-
res et al. 2008). The first data release already led to
the discovery of several new pairs and larger groups of
co-moving stars (e.g., Andrews et al. 2017; Oelkers et al.
2017; Oh et al. 2017). The Data Release 2 of Gaia
(Gaia DR2 hereafter; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018;
jgagne@carnegiescience.edu
Lindegren et al. 2018)1 published ' 1.3 billion trigono-
metric distances and ' 7.2 million radial velocities on
2018 April 25 with a precision 100 times better than
that of Hipparcos, and is instigating a revolution in stel-
lar astronomy, among other fields.
The new ensembles of co-moving stars identified by
Oh et al. (2017) include group 30, consisting of 8 stars
at a distance of ' 80–90 pc with similar sky positions
and proper motions. This group was further vetted by
Faherty et al. (2018) where they performed a compre-
hensive check of the 4 555 groups identified by Oh et al.
(2017) and found that group 30 was a new coeval asso-
ciation within 100 pc with an age similar to the Pleiades
(112± 5 Myr; Dahm 2015) based on its color-magnitude
diagram and the X-ray properties of a single member.
1 See also Luri et al. (2018), Mignard et al. (2018), Babusiaux
et al. (2018),Sartoretti et al. (2018), Soubiran et al. (2018), Crop-
per et al. (2018), Evans et al. (2018b), Hambly et al. (2018), and
Riello et al. (2018) for relevant calibration.
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Figure 1. Projections in Galactic position XY Z and space velocities UVW of the Volans-Carina association members (black
circles) compared to 1 to 3σ contours of the BANYAN Σ multivariate Gaussian models (orange lines). Over-densities and
under-densities of the data with respect to the Gaussian models are designated with blue and green shaded regions, respectively.
The 1-dimensional panels show histograms of the members (green bars) compared to the projected 1σ model contour (orange
lines) and a kernel density estimate of the members distribution (black lines). See Section 3 for more detail.
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The reason why this group had not been identified before
is likely because its members are close to the Galactic
plane (b = −10 ± 1°). In this paper, we use Gaia DR2
data to characterize this new association of stars and
compile a more complete list of members and candidate
members.
The 8 stars in group 30 are located in the Carina con-
stellation, however there are already two associations
of stars named after this constellation (the Carina-Near
moving group; Zuckerman et al. 2006; and the Carina as-
sociation; Torres et al. 2008). We will show in this paper
that 6 new candidate members of this group not initially
identified by Oh et al. (2017) are located in the Volans
constellation. We will therefore refer to group 30 as the
Volans-Carina Association (”VCA” or ”Vol-Car”).
Table 1. Members of Volans-Carina.
VCA Designation Spec. R.A.b Decl.b G Trig. Sourcec Ref.d
ID Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (mag) dist. (pc)
1 c Car (HR 3571) B8 II 08:55:02.791 -60:38:39.00 3.728± 0.005 93.8± 3.0 3 1
2 HD 80563 F3V 09:17:34.075 -63:23:13.88 8.2152± 0.0004 91.45± 0.23 1 2
3 HD 83946 F5V 09:38:54.019 -64:59:26.10 8.7190± 0.0005 90.55± 0.22 2 2
4 HD 309681 G0 09:25:01.560 -64:37:30.49 9.026± 0.001 86.70± 0.91 2 3
5 CD-67 852 (K0) 10:12:29.772 -67:52:32.79 9.7674± 0.0007 81.92± 0.15 1 –
6 TYC 8933-327-1 (K4) 08:26:49.603 -63:46:36.08 10.5379± 0.0005 76.45± 0.60 2 –
7 TYC 8953-1289-1 (K4) 09:39:10.366 -66:46:14.85 10.7231± 0.0005 84.29± 0.18 1 –
8 TYC 8950-1447-1 (K6) 09:48:19.150 -64:03:21.12 11.034± 0.001 77.17± 0.14 1 –
9 TYC 9210-1818-1 (K6) 10:08:21.890 -67:56:39.63 11.2997± 0.0007 86.79± 0.17 1 –
10 2MASS J09201987-6607418 (K8) 09:20:19.783 -66:07:41.06 12.025± 0.002 87.37± 0.18 2 –
11 2MASS J09345577-6500076 K7 09:34:55.690 -65:00:07.10 12.2903± 0.0008 86.84± 0.25 2 4
12 2MASS J09330015-6251207 (M1) 09:33:00.082 -62:51:20.17 12.5210± 0.0009 88.57± 0.18 2 –
13 2MASS J09263145-6236236e (M1) 09:26:31.370 -62:36:22.98 12.6322± 0.0009 90.07± 0.92 2 –
14 2MASS J08591364-6919442 (M2) 08:59:13.574 -69:19:43.48 12.7541± 0.0004 87.15± 0.58 2 –
15 2MASS J10223868-5847599 (M2) 10:22:38.585 -58:47:59.67 12.8032± 0.0005 82.82± 0.20 2 –
16 2MASS J08591527-6918426 (M2) 08:59:15.199 -69:18:41.80 12.812± 0.001 87.34± 0.16 2 –
17 2MASS J09311626-6414270 (M2) 09:31:16.178 -64:14:26.44 12.859± 0.001 88.08± 0.26 2 –
18 2MASS J09174971-6628140e (M2) 09:17:49.649 -66:28:13.45 13.076± 0.001 94.11± 0.32 2 –
19 2MASS J09203649-6309598 (M2) 09:20:36.427 -63:09:59.14 13.111± 0.002 91.61± 0.18 2 –
aSpectral types between parentheses were estimated from the absolute Gaia G–band magnitude with the method described in
Section 4.
b J2000 position at epoch 2015 from the Gaia DR2 catalog.
cSources for inclusion in the list of members: (1) original list from Oh et al. 2017; (2) XY ZUVW box search in Gaia DR2; and
(3) box search in observables without radial velocity in Gaia DR2.
dReferences for spectral types.
eGaia DR2 absolute G magnitude versus G−GRP color is consistent with an unresolved binary.
References—(1) Garrison & Gray 1994; (2) Houk & Cowley 1975; (3) Nesterov et al. 1995; (4) Riaz et al. 2006.
An initial list of Volans-Carina members is compiled
in Section 2. In Section 3, we build a kinematic model of
Volans-Carina based on the Oh et al. (2017) compilation
of members and include it in the BANYAN Σ Bayesian
classification algorithm (Gagne´ et al. 2018). We use this
updated version of BANYAN Σ to identify additional
members and candidate members based on Gaia DR2,
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2MASS and AllWISE in Section 4. In Section 5, we
investigate the age of the Volans-Carina association, the
chromospheric activity of its members, and we build its
preliminary present-day mass function. We conclude in
Section 6.
2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE VOLANS-CARINA
ASSOCIATION
Oh et al. (2017) identified a list of 8 co-moving
Gaia DR1 stars in Volans-Carina, which they designated
as group 30. Faherty et al. (2018) verified that the stars
from group 30 filled out a logical sequence in a color-
magnitude diagram, confirmed this association as newly
identified within 100 pc, and found one of its members
(HIP 47017 or HD 83359) to be detected in ROSAT. In
Section 4 we will use the BANYAN Σ (Gagne´ et al. 2018)
Bayesian classification algorithm to uncover new mem-
bers with Gaia DR2, 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and
AllWISE (Wright et al. 2010; Kirkpatrick et al. 2014).
Before building a kinematic model of Volans-Carina and
including it in BANYAN Σ, we searched Gaia DR2 for
any obvious additional members will full kinematics.
We cross-matched the Oh et al. (2017) list of
group 30 stars with Gaia DR2 and calculated the
average Galactic positions XY Z and space veloci-
ties UVW of the 5 members that have a radial ve-
locity measurement provided by Gaia DR22. We
find average values of XY Z = (22,−80,−15) pc and
UVW = (−16.0,−27.9,−0.7) km s−1. The XY ZUVW
positions of all Gaia DR2 entries within 125 pc of the
Sun with radial velocity measurements were calculated
similarly, which allowed us to identify 13 new objects
within 4 km s−1 (in UVW ) and 15 pc (in XY Z) that
we included in our list of members. This search also
recovered the 8 members of Oh et al. (2017) in addition
to the 13 new objects. We also recovered two A/F-type
stars (HD 83523 and HD 83946) that were previously
identified by Shaya & Olling (2011) as co-moving with
the Oh et al. (2017) group 30 member HD 83359.
We recovered one additional member of Volans-Carina
by doing a similar box search in Gaia DR2 that did
not require a radial velocity measurement directly in the
Gaia DR2 catalog. To do so, we calculated the average
sky position (α = 145.9°, δ = −66.1°), proper motion
(µα cos δ = −37.5 mas yr−1, µδ = 43.6 mas yr−1), ra-
dial velocity (22.3 km s−1) and parallax (11.8 mas) of the
members by weighting individual measurements with
the squared inverse of their error bars. We then identi-
fied any object in the 125 pc Gaia DR2 sample within
2 We weighted individual measurements with their squared in-
verse errors
10 degrees, 10 mas yr−1 in both directions of proper mo-
tion, and 3 mas in parallax. The 160 resulting objects
were cross-matched with SIMBAD (Ochsenbein et al.
2000) to verify whether they have radial velocity mea-
surements in the literature. Only 3 objects (TYC 9205–
1922–1, c Car and HD 83523) had radial velocity mea-
surements with a precision better than 10 km s−1, and
of those three only the B8 star c Car had a radial
velocity (25.0 ± 4.1 km s−1; Gontcharov 2006) consis-
tent with that of the average Volans-Carina members
(22.3 km s−1). We therefore added c Car to the list of
members, which are compiled in Table 1. This table
does not include the original Oh et al. (2017) members
HD 83948, HD 82406 and HD 83359, because they do
not yet have a radial velocity measurement.
3. A KINEMATIC MODEL OF VOLANS-CARINA
In this section we build a kinematic model (in XY Z
Galactic positions and UVW space velocities) of the
Volans-Carina members to include it in the BANYAN Σ
Bayesian classification algorithm (Gagne´ et al. 2018).
BANYAN Σ uses the sky position, proper motion and
optionally radial velocity and/or distance of a star to
compare it with the kinematic models of 27 young as-
sociations within 150 pc of the Sun, excluding Volans-
Carina, and a model of the field stars within 300 pc.
The kinematic models are composed of one multivariate
Gaussian in XY ZUVW space for each group, or a mix-
ture of 10 multivariate Gaussians for the field. We used
the method described in Section 5 of Gagne´ et al. (2018)
to fit a single multivariate Gaussian to the XY ZUVW
distribution of Volans-Carina members listed in Table 3.
The BANYAN Σ tool itself is not used to build the kine-
matic models, but instead will rely on the model to cal-
culate membership probabilities.
The resulting central position for the Volans-Carina
model in XY ZUVW space is:
x¯0 =
[
21.6 −80.3 −14.3 −16.11 −28.13 −0.85
]
,
in units of pc and km s−1, and its covariance matrix (in
the same units) is:
Σ¯ =

15 2.6 1.6 0.80 −0.73 −0.56
2.6 25 2.6 4.4 2.2 0.77
1.6 2.6 20 0.93 1.1 −1.5
0.80 4.4 0.94 2.0 0.48 0.39
−0.73 2.2 1.1 0.48 2.0 −0.16
−0.56 0.77 −1.5 0.39 −0.16 1.0

.
The 1σ contours of the Gaussian model projected on
the XY ZUVW axes are the square root of the diagonal
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elements of Σ¯, and the off-diagonal elements of Σ¯ rep-
resent the covariances in the distribution of members in
6-dimensional space.
The construction of BANYAN Σ kinematic models
also includes a Monte Carlo calculation (see Section 7
of Gagne´ et al. 2018) where 107 random synthetic stars
are drawn and where a Bayesian prior is adjusted such
that 50%, 68%, 82% or 90% of the true members are re-
covered with a Bayesian probability P > 90% when the
input measurements include (1) sky position and proper
motion only, (2) sky position, proper motion and radial
velocity, (3) sky position, proper motion and parallax,
or (4) sky position, proper motion, radial velocity and
parallax, respectively. This is done to make BANYAN Σ
easier to use with a single probability threshold that gen-
erates a fixed recovery rate of true members across all
associations. We found the following values for the natu-
ral logarithm of these Bayesian priors for Volans-Carina
(referred to as lnαk in Gagne´ et al. 2018) in the order
corresponding to the scenarios of input data described
above:
lnαk =
[
−17.2 −18.7 −21.1 −22.0
]
.
Other relevant characteristics of Volans-Carina are
listed in Table 2, and its new model was included in
version 1.2 of BANYAN Σ in both the IDL and Python
versions of the algorithm3, where the Volans-Carina as-
sociation is abbreviated as VCA.
4. COMPLETING THE CENSUS OF CANDIDATE
MEMBERS
In this Section, we use the BANYAN Σ Bayesian clas-
sifier algorithm to identify additional candidate mem-
bers of the Volans-Carina association. We perform two
separate searches: the first one is based on the full
Gaia DR2 nearest 125 pc sample, and is appropriate
to identify the previously missing stellar members of
Volans-Carina, especially among the Gaia DR2 entries
that do not have a radial velocity measurement. The
second search is based on a cross-match of the 2MASS
(Skrutskie et al. 2006) and AllWISE (Wright et al. 2010;
Kirkpatrick et al. 2014) surveys, and is appropriate to
identify the substellar members too faint to be detected
in Gaia DR2.
4.1. A Gaia DR2 Search for Stellar Members
3 An IDL version is available at https://github.com/
jgagneastro/banyan sigma idl and a Python version at https:
//github.com/jgagneastro/banyan sigma (Gagne´ et al. 2018b,a),
and a web tool is available at www.exoplanetes.umontreal.ca/
banyan/banyansigma.php.
Table 2. Fundamental and Average Proper-
ties of the Volans-Carina association
Property Value
Age (Myr) 89+5−7
Members 19
Candidate members 46
Spatial sizea (pc) 4.4
Kinematic size (km s−1) 1.2
〈R.A.〉 09:37:00± 2.7 °
〈Decl.〉 –65:18:00± 2.8 °
〈µα cos δ〉 (mas yr−1) −36± 7
〈µδ〉 (mas yr−1) 42± 6
〈RV〉 (km s−1) 23± 2
〈Trig.dist.〉 (pc) 86± 5
〈Parallax〉 (mas) 11.6± 0.6
〈X〉 (pc) 20.5± 3.0
〈Y 〉 (pc) −81.6± 4.8
〈Z〉 (pc) −4.6± 8.5
〈U〉 (km s−1) −16.14± 0.88
〈V 〉 (km s−1) −28.4± 1.1
〈W 〉 (km s−1) −1.1± 1.2
aThe spatial and kinematic sizes are defined
as the radius of a sphere that would have the
same volume as the 1σ contour of the XY Z
or UVW projections of the 6-dimensional
BANYAN Σ kinematic model.
Note—All average values 〈X〉 are obtained
with a weighted average of the individual
measurements of the members listed in Ta-
ble 1, and their error bars are obtained with
an un-biased weighted standard deviation.
In both cases, the weights are set to the
squared of the individual inverse error bars.
The error bars are representative of the in-
trinsic scatter, not an error on the average.
See Gagne´ et al. (2018) for more details.
The 1 427 111 Gaia DR2 entries within 125 pc4 were
analyzed with the BANYAN Σ Bayesian classification
algorithm to identify additional candidate members of
the Volans-Carina association. The 58 entries with
Volans-Carina Bayesian membership probabilities above
90% and a predicted UVW position within 5 km s−1 of
the locus of Volans-Carina members were selected.
The spectral types of the new candidate members
recovered here were estimated based on their abso-
lute Gaia DR2 G-band magnitude with the relations
of Gagne´ & Faherty (2018), and they are reported in
Table 4 with the list of candidate members.
4 including those without radial velocity measurements
6 Gagne´ et al.
Figure 2. Spectral types histogram of Volans-Carina mem-
bers and candidates. The census of members is dominated
by M-type dwarfs, which is expected for a typical initial mass
function. See Section 4 for more detail.
4.2. A 2MASS–AllWISE Search for Substellar
Members
We selected all 2MASS and AllWISE entries located
between 127◦ < α < -155◦.5 and -72◦.3 < δ < -57◦, and
performed a cross-match where each 2MASS entry was
paired with its nearest AllWISE neighbor. A proper
motion was then calculated for each of these 5 136 857
matches based on the 2MASS and AllWISE astrome-
tries, with the method described by Gagne´ et al. (2015).
The sky positions and proper motions of all matches
were analyzed with the BANYAN Σ classification algo-
rithm, and the 2 927 entries with a Bayesian probabil-
ity above 90% and located at minimum distance of less
than 5 km s−1 from the locus of Volans-Carina members
in UVW space were selected for further consideration.
All resulting 2MASS entries were cross-matched with
Gaia DR2 by projecting back the Gaia entries at epoch
2000 (using the sky positions and proper motions of
Gaia DR2) with a cross-match radius of 2′′. All 2 884
matches in Gaia DR2 with parallaxes were rejected be-
cause they were already investigated in Section 4.1. A
visual inspection of near-infrared color-magnitude dia-
grams at the average distance of Volans-Carina (86 pc)
for the 43 remaining candidate members allowed us to
reject 29 of them that have photometric properties in-
consistent with substellar objects of either young or field
ages (i.e., those with W1−W2 < 0.1 and MW1 > 8.5; or
those with J −KS < 0.8 were rejected; see Kirkpatrick
et al. 2011; Dupuy & Liu 2012; Faherty et al. 2016).
The Digitized Sky Survey, 2MASS and WISE im-
ages of the remaining sources were inspected, allowing
us to reject an additional 11/14 that were bright at
Figure 3. Gaia absolute G versus G −GRP magnitude for
the 100 pc sample of high-quality parallaxes in Gaia DR2
(black dots) compared to the proposed members and candi-
date members of the Volans-Carina association (red empty
circles). See Section 4 for more detail.
visible wavelengths, extended sources or clearly con-
taminated by neighbors. Such rejection criteria are
typical of brown dwarf surveys (e.g., Kirkpatrick et al.
2011; Robert et al. 2016), and we rely on them because
our 2MASS–AllWISE candidates not in Gaia DR2 have
colors typical of substellar objects. The first two crite-
ria are especially useful to distinguish nearby substellar
objects from distant extragalactic contaminants, which
can otherwise have similar near-infrared colors. The
remaining three objects (2MASS J09254243–6408524,
2MASS J09285886–6541371 and 2MASS J09374003–
6226201) are listed in Table 4 and have respective spec-
tral type estimates M7, M9 and M6 based on their
absolute KS-band magnitudes at the average distance
of Volans-Carina compared with the spectral type–
absolute magnitude relations of Faherty et al. (2016).
A spectroscopic follow-up will be needed to confirm
their substellar nature, and measure their radial veloc-
ities and spectroscopic signs of youth to confirm their
membership in the Volans-Carina association.
5. DISCUSSION
In this Section, we investigate the fundamental prop-
erties of the Volans-Carina members, including their age
(Section 5.1), chromospheric activity (Section 5.2) and
present-day mass function (Section 5.3). We also discuss
a white dwarf interloper that has a cooling age that is
too old for it to be a member of Volans-Carina (Sec-
tion 5.4), and the similarity between the age and kine-
matics of Volans-Carina and the Platais 8 association
(Section 5.5).
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Table 3. Galactic positions and space velocities of Volans-Carina members.
VCA Name X Y Z U V W
ID (pc) (pc) (pc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
1 c Car 12.29± 0.39 −91.5± 2.9 −16.26± 0.52 −19.44± 0.83 −27.8± 2.4 −2.22± 0.51
2 HD 80563 17.976± 0.045 −88.30± 0.22 −15.578± 0.039 −16.66± 0.10 −27.89± 0.41 −0.582± 0.075
3 HD 83946 22.109± 0.054 −86.57± 0.21 −14.680± 0.036 −16.68± 0.25 −27.82± 0.97 −0.61± 0.17
4 HD 309681 19.18± 0.20 −83.18± 0.87 −15.18± 0.16 −14.35± 0.26 −30.94± 0.45 0.64± 0.15
5 CD-67 852 26.047± 0.049 −76.49± 0.15 −13.489± 0.026 −16.18± 0.12 −28.31± 0.31 −0.787± 0.057
6 TYC 8933-327-1 10.636± 0.084 −73.26± 0.58 −19.12± 0.15 −13.19± 0.30 −26.1± 1.8 0.70± 0.47
7 TYC 8953-1289-1 22.227± 0.046 −79.81± 0.17 −15.547± 0.033 −16.35± 0.15 −27.87± 0.49 −0.797± 0.098
8 TYC 8950-1447-1 19.105± 0.034 −74.01± 0.13 −10.687± 0.019 −16.28± 0.11 −28.32± 0.39 −0.903± 0.059
9 TYC 9210-1818-1 27.177± 0.052 −81.10± 0.15 −14.712± 0.028 −14.43± 0.19 −27.13± 0.54 −0.39± 0.10
10 2MASS J09201987-6607418 20.329± 0.043 −83.18± 0.17 −17.396± 0.036 −16.27± 0.15 −28.53± 0.60 −0.82± 0.13
11 2MASS J09345577-6500076 20.743± 0.060 −83.07± 0.24 −14.516± 0.042 −15.82± 0.32 −29.3± 1.3 −2.07± 0.22
12 2MASS J09330015-6251207 18.794± 0.039 −85.63± 0.18 −12.635± 0.026 −16.77± 0.41 −26.5± 1.8 −0.59± 0.27
13 2MASS J09263145-6236236 18.01± 0.18 −87.23± 0.89 −13.37± 0.14 −18.44± 0.51 −30.7± 2.1 −0.60± 0.34
14 2MASS J08591364-6919442 21.58± 0.15 −81.32± 0.55 −22.69± 0.15 −16.59± 0.33 −27.5± 1.1 −1.44± 0.31
15 2MASS J10223868-5847599 20.977± 0.051 −80.10± 0.19 −1.8878± 0.0046 −14.44± 0.81 −26.6± 3.1 −3.772± 0.075
16 2MASS J08591527-6918426 21.609± 0.039 −81.52± 0.15 −22.726± 0.041 −16.69± 0.33 −29.2± 1.2 −2.14± 0.35
17 2MASS J09311626-6414270 19.849± 0.058 −84.62± 0.25 −14.293± 0.042 −16.08± 0.70 −30.4± 3.0 −0.94± 0.51
18 2MASS J09174971-6628140 21.983± 0.075 −89.42± 0.31 −19.409± 0.067 −16.14± 0.55 −29.9± 2.2 −1.25± 0.48
19 2MASS J09203649-6309598 18.150± 0.036 −88.54± 0.17 −14.976± 0.029 −16.59± 0.92 −27.9± 4.5 −0.70± 0.76
5.1. The Age of the Volans-Carina Association
We used a Bayesian method to determine a probabil-
ity density for the age of Volans-Carina, based on the
fiducial MIST solar-metallicity model isochrones of Choi
et al. (2016) that include stellar rotation (v = 0.4vcrit)
and were generated with the revised Gaia DR2 photo-
metric zero points of Evans et al. (2018a)5. It is well
known that the model-derived bolometric corrections as
a function of effective temperature have systematic bi-
ases that depend on spectral types and surface gravity
(i.e., mass and age). Therefore, relying on the models
without calibration would generate biased ages (e.g., see
Bell et al. 2015). Additional potential causes of system-
atic errors include the effect of magnetic fields that in-
flate the radius of young low-mass stars (e.g., see Malo
et al. 2014b; Feiden 2016) and the effect of increased
chromospheric activity on the colors of K- and possibly
later-type dwarfs (Stauffer et al. 2003).
One way to circumvent these systematic biases is to
use associations with a well-calibrated age to apply color
corrections on the model isochrones, however in gen-
eral this still requires assumptions on how these cor-
rections depend on age. Fortunately, the members of
5 The corrected models are available at http://waps.cfa.
harvard.edu/MIST/model grids.html since 2018 April 27, 3:30PM
EST.
Volans-Carina form a sequence that is remarkably close
to that of the Pleiades (112 ± 5 Myr; Dahm 2015) in
color-magnitude diagrams (e.g., see Figure 4), which in-
dicates that the two associations have a similar age. We
can therefore derive an absolute magnitude-dependent
color correction of the model isochrones based on the
Pleiades members that will be valid for ages in the
vicinity ' 112 Myr. Model isochrones at very differ-
ent ages will yield small probabilities of matching all
members of Volans-Carina, and therefore applying an
age-dependence on the Pleiades-derived color correction
would only have a small effect on our age determination.
Members of the Pleiades were de-reddened with the
relation of Taylor (2008); i.e., E(B − V ) = 0.057 ±
0.008 mag for R.A.< 56.819°, and E(B − V ) = 0.034 ±
0.011 mag otherwise. The reddening map of Capitanio
et al. (2017) and the distance and position of VCA indi-
cates a reddening of E(B−V ) = 0.009±0.016 mag. We
also identified 5 stars6 in the reddening catalog of Reis
et al. (2011) in the direction of VCA at distances 26–
112 pc. All of them have a negligible reddening within
the error bars, consistent with the reddening map of
Capitanio et al. (2017). We therefore consider that the
6 HD 77370 (26 pc; E(b−y) = −0.004±0.009), HD 75171 (59 pc;
E(b− y) = −0.006± 0.006), HD 79629 (83 pc; E(b− y) = 0.005±
0.007), HD 80563 (VCA 2; 91 pc; E(b − y) = −0.003 ± 0.012),
HD 82244 (112 pc; E(b− y) = 0.008± 0.014).
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Figure 4. Gaia absolute G versus G−GRP magnitude for members of Volans-Carina (blue leftward triangles) and the Pleiades
(red circles) compared to the 112 Myr solar-metallicity MIST isochrone (dashed gray line), and the empirically corrected isochrone
(thick black line). The 1σ uncertainties in the corrected isochrone resulting from the intrinsic spread in the Pleiades members
are displayed as thin gray lines, and the potential unresolved multiples are marked with green squares. Members of the Pleiades
were de-reddened with the relation of Taylor (2008), and the over-luminous Pleiades members that likely correspond to multiple
systems were removed. Members of Volans-Carina have negligible reddening. The sequence formed by the members of Volans-
Carina is similar to that of the Pleiades members, indicating that the two associations are likely coeval. See Section 5.1 for
more detail.
members of VCA are subject to a negligible amount of
reddening from interstellar extinction.
The Q-method de-reddening calibration for dwarf
stars from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) is inappropriate
for c Car as the star is a supergiant (B8 II with Mn
metallic lines; Garrison & Gray 1994), and has been
classified by other authors since the 1950s as class II
or III (B8 III; Cucchiaro et al. 1977; B8 II; de Vau-
couleurs 1957). Gutierrez-Moreno (1979) shows that
the there is considerable spread in intrinsic (U −B) and
(B−V ) colors between supergiants and giants, however
the Johnson colors or c Car (U − B = −0.440 ± 0.006,
B−V = −0.103±0.005; Mermilliod & Mermilliod 19947)
appear to be consistent with a negligibly reddened star
with type between B7 and B8 and luminosity class II
and III. Philip & Egret (1980) dereddened the uvby pho-
tometry and estimated color excess of E(b− y) = 0.009,
consistent with Av = 0.04 following the calibration of
Glaspey (1971).
In Figure 5, we show deviations in the G − GRP col-
ors of Pleiades members compared to the 112 Myr MIST
isochrone, as a function of absolute G-band magnitude.
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We used a sliding weighted average to derive a color
correction in steps of 0.5 mag and a running box width
of 1 mag. We used weights proportional to the squared
inverse of the error bars on the colors of individual mem-
bers. A 1σ error bar was also calculated at each point of
the sequence by using a sliding un-biased weighted stan-
dard deviation8 with the same weights and box width.
The average color correction and its error bars were then
smoothed with a sliding average using a box width of 3
array elements. The resulting color correction is dis-
played in Figure 5, and is only valid for the Gaia DR2
absolute G-band versus G − GRP color-magnitude dia-
gram, for stars with colors in the range −0.18..1.37 mag
and absolute magnitudes in the range −2..12.6 mag.
Table 4. Candidate Members of Volans-Carina.
2MASS Spec. R.A.b Decl.b µα cos δ µδ Parallax Mem. Prob.
c
ID Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (mas) (%)
08383351-6716368 (M5) 08:38:33.458 -67:16:35.95 −18.69± 0.16 53.86± 0.18 11.66± 0.09 99.3
08485563-6113261 (M5) 08:48:55.579 -61:13:25.38 −22.47± 0.16 45.64± 0.17 11.43± 0.08 97.6
08511579-7140152 (K8) 08:51:15.710 -71:40:14.37 −24.49± 0.04 60.56± 0.04 12.61± 0.02 94.2
08524066-6552278d (M4) 08:52:40.594 -65:52:27.06 −21.29± 0.11 48.32± 0.11 11.23± 0.06 99.5
08524155-6401229 (M6) 08:52:41.501 -64:01:22.14 −24.97± 0.19 49.68± 0.23 12.03± 0.09 99.4
08544569-7055078 (M5) 08:54:45.629 -70:55:07.08 −25.42± 0.09 59.88± 0.10 12.31± 0.06 96.9
08555655-6146057 (M5) 08:55:56.496 -61:46:05.11 −23.05± 0.14 43.65± 0.14 10.75± 0.07 97.0
09040687-6325337 (M5) 09:04:06.799 -63:25:32.92 −29.42± 0.10 50.47± 0.08 12.81± 0.05 98.4
09090086-6826022d (M5) 09:09:00.787 -68:26:01.52 −24.6± 1.2 50.7± 1.2 13.26± 0.75 98.9
09111442-6631389 (M4) 09:11:14.359 -66:31:38.18 −29.16± 0.09 47.69± 0.09 11.59± 0.04 99.9
09133635-6522114 (M5) 09:13:36.286 -65:22:10.77 −28.70± 0.09 46.31± 0.09 11.36± 0.05 99.9
09181573-6310540 (M5) 09:18:15.672 -63:10:53.32 −30.81± 0.10 43.90± 0.10 11.60± 0.06 99.8
09191188-6640123d (M6) 09:19:11.796 -66:40:11.47 −35.45± 0.27 53.86± 0.27 13.36± 0.13 97.3
09202620-6329547d (M7) 09:20:26.126 -63:29:54.15 −29.74± 0.42 42.14± 0.46 10.99± 0.21 99.6
09221992-6756519 (M4) 09:22:19.841 -67:56:51.15 −32.11± 0.07 48.84± 0.07 11.70± 0.04 99.9
09223111-6206070d (M5) 09:22:31.037 -62:06:06.57 −31.41± 0.19 40.42± 0.17 11.16± 0.09 99.6
09234200-6556512 (M4) 09:23:41.916 -65:56:50.53 −32.52± 0.06 46.24± 0.06 11.66± 0.03 99.9
09244301-6254468 (M5) 09:24:42.943 -62:54:46.14 −30.83± 0.13 42.19± 0.13 11.08± 0.07 99.7
09244337-6856223 (M5) 09:24:43.270 -68:56:21.48 −32.35± 0.11 50.46± 0.11 11.53± 0.07 99.8
09244959-6216319 (M7) 09:24:49.519 -62:16:31.28 −30.27± 0.35 39.48± 0.29 11.40± 0.17 99.3
09254243-6408524 (M7) 09:25:42.362 -64:08:51.77 −30.7± 4.9 45.2± 8.1 · · · 96.8
09280826-6553589 (M5) 09:28:08.165 -65:53:58.23 −30.59± 0.16 42.26± 0.14 10.55± 0.08 98.7
09283051-6642067 A0V 09:28:30.456 -66:42:05.99 −32.88± 0.28 46.76± 0.27 11.93± 0.15 99.9
09285886-6541371 (M9) 09:28:58.791 -65:41:36.48 −32.5± 9.0 45± 16 · · · 92.8
· · · (M5) 09:29:31.111 -63:45:37.15 −30.95± 0.11 43.41± 0.09 11.41± 0.05 99.7
09293121-6345391f (M4) 09:29:31.147 -63:45:39.03 −34.81± 0.08 41.77± 0.07 11.32± 0.04 99.9
09312193-6419239d (M5) 09:31:21.845 -64:19:23.40 −31.45± 0.14 41.15± 0.15 10.34± 0.08 97.0
09313619-6659363 (M8) 09:31:36.103 -66:59:35.59 −37.5± 1.1 48.29± 0.91 11.48± 0.64 99.7
09314405-6600538 (M5) 09:31:43.946 -66:00:53.09 −38.72± 0.11 52.21± 0.10 13.53± 0.06 97.2
09323325-6908439e (M5) 09:32:33.149 -69:08:43.18 −34.15± 0.15 48.30± 0.19 11.53± 0.08 99.8
09330028-6330381 (M4) 09:33:00.187 -63:30:37.54 −34.34± 0.06 41.41± 0.07 11.29± 0.03 99.9
09345645-6459579d F5V 09:34:56.376 -64:59:57.38 −34.70± 0.06 43.97± 0.05 11.44± 0.03 99.9
09360518-6457011 A2V 09:36:05.098 -64:57:00.25 −35.08± 0.08 40.57± 0.07 11.39± 0.04 99.8
09374003-6226201 (M6) 09:37:39.936 -62:26:19.50 −46.6± 5.3 42.3± 7.3 · · · 93.0
09384522-6651326 A9IV/V 09:38:45.130 -66:51:31.99 −36.61± 0.05 45.09± 0.05 11.69± 0.03 99.9
09410683-6658584d (M5) 09:41:06.749 -66:58:57.79 −32.51± 0.12 39.79± 0.11 10.44± 0.07 91.6
09430009-6422290d (M5) 09:43:00.014 -64:22:28.53 −33.57± 0.12 38.83± 0.13 10.45± 0.07 96.3
09451524-6908233 (M3) 09:45:15.134 -69:08:22.66 −39.16± 0.04 47.61± 0.05 12.03± 0.02 99.8
Table 4 continued
8 See https://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/manual/html node/
Weighted-Samples.html
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Table 4 (continued)
2MASS Spec. R.A.b Decl.b µα cos δ µδ Parallax Mem. Prob.
c
ID Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (mas) (%)
09522444-6731136d (M5) 09:52:24.343 -67:31:12.96 −39.60± 0.13 43.99± 0.14 11.48± 0.08 99.9
09575077-6415362 (M8) 09:57:50.676 -64:15:35.51 −40.61± 0.90 40.41± 0.92 10.75± 0.44 99.1
10014811-6508434 (M4) 10:01:48.014 -65:08:42.82 −43.77± 0.08 41.02± 0.08 11.97± 0.05 99.9
10024136-6845179 (M4) 10:02:41.256 -68:45:17.33 −41.62± 0.05 38.07± 0.05 10.67± 0.03 95.1
10082205-6757040 (M5) 10:08:21.938 -67:57:03.45 −37.94± 0.10 38.79± 0.10 11.46± 0.06 97.7
10101695-6616006d (M5) 10:10:16.841 -66:16:00.06 −45.45± 0.10 40.45± 0.10 12.28± 0.06 99.9
10164923-6603058d (M5) 10:16:49.104 -66:03:05.37 −47.00± 0.12 38.49± 0.13 11.84± 0.07 99.8
10222892-6115485 (M5) 10:22:28.822 -61:15:48.06 −45.37± 0.17 30.11± 0.16 11.01± 0.08 95.5
aSpectral types between parentheses are photometric spectral types were estimated from the absolute Gaia G–band magnitude. Other
spectral types reported in this table are from Houk & Cowley (1975).
b J2000 position at epoch 2015 from the Gaia DR2 catalog.
c Bayesian probability for Volans-Carina membership obtained with BANYAN Σ.
dGaia DR2 absolute G magnitude versus G−GRP color is consistent with an unresolved binary.
eGaia DR2 absolute G magnitude versus G−GRP color is consistent with an unresolved triple.
fGaia DR2 absolute G magnitude versus G−GRP color is consistent with an unresolved quadruple.
Note—All objects with a parallax measurement have their proper motion and parallax measurements from Lindegren et al. (2018). All
objects without parallax measurements have their proper motion measurements from a combination of 2MASS and AllWISE (e.g., see
the method of Gagne´ et al. 2015).
Figure 5. Empirical color correction in G − GRP color
versus G-band absolute magnitude based on a comparison
of Pleiades members (red circles) with the 112 Myr solar-
metallicity MIST isochrone. The average and 1σ errors on
the color correction are displayed as full and dashed blue
lines, respectively. The data behind this figure are available
in the online version of this paper. See Section 5.1 for more
detail.
We used the empirical color correction displayed in
Figure 5 to correct all MIST isochrones and we built an
age probability density function for both the Pleiades
and Volans-Carina, using all members listed in Table 5
(but excluding 4 over-luminous members (HD 83359,
J0917–6628, J0926–6236 and HD 309681) that are likely
multiple systems, see Figure 4) with the method de-
scribed by Gagne´ et al. (2018). In summary, the min-
imum Nσ distance is calculated between a star and
each corrected MIST model isochrone (excluding giant
phases) in color-magnitude space, where σ are the mea-
surement errors for the star in color and absolute mag-
nitude. The Nσ distance is translated to a probability
density function by assuming that the measurement er-
rors are Gaussian, and the probability density functions
of all association members are multiplied to obtain a
final probability density for the age of the association
as a whole. In this analysis, we also included the er-
ror bars on the color correction in the Nσ calculations,
which means that the uncertainty caused by the intrin-
sic spread of Pleiades members in this color-magnitude
space is taken into account.
The resulting age probability density functions are dis-
played in Figure 6 for the Pleiades and Volans-Carina.
We find a Pleiades age of 105+13−9 Myr consistent with
our initial assumption of 112 ± 5 Myr, and we find an
age of 89+5−7 Myr for Volans-Carina. This age is con-
sistent with the determination of Faherty et al. (2018)
based on a Gaia DR1 absolute G versus Gaia–2MASS
G−J color-magnitude diagram and X-ray properties of
its 8 members identified by Oh et al. (2017). Future age
determinations based on the lithium depletion boundary
will be useful to confirm our age measurement. At the
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Figure 6. Age probability density function for Volans (black
line) and the Pleiades (blue line) derived with our compar-
ison to empirically corrected MIST isochrones. The age of
the Pleiades (112 ± 5 Myr) that was assumed to correct the
MIST isochrones is displayed with green dashed and dot-
dashed lines. We find an age of 89+5−7 Myr for Volans-Carina.
See Section 5.1 for more detail.
age of the Pleiades, the lithium depletion boundary is
expected to happen at spectral types 'M6–M7 (Dahm
2015). There are 4 candidate members listed in Table 4
with estimated spectral types that fall in this range.
In Figure 7, we show the global properties of Volans-
Carina compared to other young associations within
150 pc of the Sun. Volans-Carina fills a space un-
occupied by any other association in the age–distance
plane, which presents the opportunity to study a
' 90 Myr-old population brighter than the Pleiades,
but not nearby enough that its members are spread on
a large region of the sky.
5.2. Chromospheric Activity
Young stars have stronger chromospheric activity
compared to their field-aged counterparts, which trans-
lates into stronger and more variable Hα emission (e.g.,
Schmidt et al. 2007), more frequent flares (e.g., Hilton
et al. 2010) and stronger emission at UV and X-ray
wavelengths (e.g., Kastner et al. 2003; Rodriguez et al.
2011, 2013; Malo et al. 2014a). This stronger level of
chromospheric activity is correlated with faster rotation
rates (e.g., see Messina et al. 2010), as rotation drives
stellar dynamos (e.g., Charbonneau 2010; Reiners et al.
2012).
We cross-matched our sample of members and candi-
date members with the ROSAT all-sky survey (Boller
et al. 2016) and the GALEX catalog (Martin et al. 2005)
and found that 5 of them have entries in one or both of
Figure 7. Distribution of ages and distances of young asso-
ciations within 150 pc of the Sun. The Volans-Carina Asso-
ciation (VCA) fills a region in age and distance unoccupied
by any other association. The full names of young asso-
ciations are: 118 Tau (118TAU), AB Doradus (ABDMG),
β Pictoris (βPMG), Carina (CAR), Carina-Near (CARN),
Coma Berenices (CBER), Columba (COL), Corona Aus-
tralis (CRA),  Chamaeleontis (EPSC), η Chamaeleontis
(ETAC), the Hyades cluster (HYA), Lower Centaurus Crux
(LCC), Octans (OCT), Platais 8 (PL8), the Pleiades cluster
(PLE), ρ Ophiuchi (ROPH), the Tucana-Horologium associ-
ation (THA), 32 Orionis (THOR), TW Hya (TWA), Upper
Centaurus Lupus (UCL), Upper CrA (UCRA), the core of
the Ursa Major cluster (UMA), Upper Scorpius (USCO),
Taurus (TAU), Volans-Carina (VCA) and χ1 For (XFOR).
See Section 5.1 for more detail.
the catalogs. We compared the X-ray and UV emis-
sion properties of these stars with those of field stars
and members of young associations compiled by Gagne´
et al. (2018) in Figures 8 and 9. All 5 stars have emission
levels typical for ages younger than a few hundred Myr,
consistent with our age determination in Section 5.1.
5.3. Present-Day Mass Function
In this section we construct a preliminary present-day
mass function for the Volans-Carina association, based
only on the members with a parallax mesurement in
Gaia DR2. The analysis presented here does not in-
clude errors on the model-derived masses or small num-
ber statistics Poisson error bars – A more detailed mea-
surement will be done after a spectroscopic confirmation
of all Volans-Carina members presented here.
We calculated a preliminary present-day mass func-
tion of the Volans-Carina association by comparing the
58 candidate members in Table 5 with the empirically
corrected MIST isochrone track discussed in Section 5.1.
The mass of each star was assigned with the point on the
model track at the closest Nσ separation in a G versus
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Figure 8. ROSAT X-ray luminosity of Volans-Carina M-
type candidate members compared to the Malo et al. (2014a)
compilations and the new candidate members of young as-
sociations identified by Gagne´ & Faherty (2018). The two
Volans-Carina objects detected in ROSAT have a level of
X-ray emission consistent with the age derived here. See
Section 5.2 for more detail.
Figure 9. GALEX –Gaia NUV − G color as a function of
Gaia G − GRP colors of field stars (black circles), members
of young associations (compiled by Gagne´ et al. 2018; purple
leftward triangles) and candidate members of Volans-Carina
detected in GALEX (red upward triangles). None of the new
candidate members of Volans-Carina listed in Table 4 are
detected in GALEX. The Volans-Carina candidate members
have NUV − G colors bluer than the field sequence, which
is indicative of strong chromospheric activity and consistent
with a young age. See Section 5.2 for more detail.
G − GRP color-magnitude diagram. This Nσ separa-
tion is calculated using the error of the G − GRP color
and the absolute G-band measurement, as well as the
error on the empirical color correction discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1. The eight candidates with colors redder than
the full MIST sequence were ignored, and they likely
correspond to stars with masses below 0.1M. Their
spectral types are in the range M6–M9. We refrain from
using less reliable substellar cooling tracks to estimate
the masses of these redder objects until a deeper survey
focused on the Volans-Carina brown dwarfs allows us to
uncover additional such low-mass objects.
The resulting present-day mass function is displayed
in Figure 10, with a fiducial log-normal initial mass func-
tion (σ = 0.5 dex, mc = 0.25M; Bochanski et al. 2010)
anchored on the members with masses 1–3M. Our pre-
liminary present-day mass function is well represented
by a log-normal distribution in the range ≥ 0.2M, in-
dicating that our census of Volans-Carina members is
likely near completion in this range of masses.
If we assume that the fiducial log-normal present-day
mass function remains valid down to the lowest-mass
brown dwarfs, we estimate a total stellar and substellar
population of ' 120 members in Volans-Carina. Count-
ing all candidate members not in Gaia DR2 or other-
wise excluded from our determination of the present-day
mass function, around ' 40 members would remain to
be discovered, ' 75% of which would be in the substellar
regime. These missing objects are likely too faint to be
in Gaia DR2.
5.4. A White Dwarf Interloper
An inspection of the Gaia DR2 entries in the vicin-
ity of Volans-Carina that share similar proper mo-
tions revealed one potential white dwarf member
(Gaia DR2 5298305642425782528, J0852–6143 here-
after), located at J2000 coordinates 8h52m40s.39, –
61°43′46.′′4 at epoch 2015. However, this object only
obtains a 19.7% Volans-Carina membership probability
based on BANYAN Σ.
We compared J0852–6143 with the Fontaine et al.
(2001) white dwarf cooling tracks9 (see also Holberg
& Bergeron 2006; Kowalski & Saumon 2006; Tremblay
et al. 2011; Bergeron et al. 2011) in a Gaia DR2 abso-
lute G magnitude versus GBP − GRP color-magnitude
diagram (see Figure 11) to construct a probability den-
sity function of its mass, age and temperature. We used
unit priors on all parameters, and compared J0852–6143
9 Available at http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/∼bergeron/
CoolingModels/
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Figure 10. Preliminary present-day mass function for the
Volans-Carina members with a Gaia DR2 parallax (black
lines), compared with a fiducial log-normal initial mass func-
tion (σ = 0.5 dex, mc = 0.25M) anchored on the 1–3M
members. The current census of Volans-Carina members
seems complete down to ' 0.2M. See Section 5.3 for more
detail.
to the models with pure hydrogen (thin and thick) and
pure helium atmospheres.
We calculated its most probable age, Teff and mass
by marginalizing over all other dimensions (including
the atmospheric composition), and found an age of 3–
8 Gyr, a mass of ' 0.15M and Teff = 3000+500−800 K. The
extremely low mass of this white dwarf is also indicative
that it is likely a more massive, older and slightly cooler
double-degenerate binary. Given that the age of J0852–
6143 is safely much older than that of Volans-Carina, we
reject it as a candidate member. Based on our selection
criteria and the Monte Carlo analysis of Gagne´ et al.
(2018; Section 8), we expect less than one additional
such interloper in our list of members and candidate
members presented in Table 4.
5.5. Is Volans-Carina Related to Other Known
Associations?
Despite its similar age to the Pleiades association and
the AB Doradus moving group, the average UVW space
velocities of the Volans-Carina members with full kine-
matics (U = −16.1±0.9 km s−1, V = −28.4±1.1 km s−1,
W = −1.1 ± 1.2 km s−1) are different from those of
the Pleiades (U = −6.4 ± 1.9 km s−1, V = −28.7 ±
0.7 km s−1, W = −14.1 ± 1.1 km s−1) and the AB Do-
radus moving group (U = −7.7 ± 0.8 km s−1, V =
−27.8 ± 0.7 km s−1, W = −15.3 ± 1.8 km s−1) in the
U and W directions. Both the spatial and kinematic
sizes of Volans-Carina (reported in Table 2) are typical
of other nearby associations such as the Pleiades and
Figure 11. Color-magnitude position of the white dwarf
J0852–6143 (red star) compared to the 100 pc sample of
Gaia DR2 white dwarfs (black circles) and isochrones cal-
culated from the cooling tracks of Fontaine et al. (2001).
J0852–6143 is older than 3 Gyr, regardless of its atmospheric
composition. See Section 5.4 for more detail.
Hyades (see panels c and d of Figure 3 in Gagne´ et al.
2018). Its spatial size is slightly smaller than the typical
sizes of the looser nearby young moving groups such as
Tucana-Horologium, β Pictoris and AB Doradus (∼ 10–
20 pc) although its kinematic size is comparable to them.
Comparing the center of the BANYAN Σ Volans-
Carina model in UVW space to those of the other 27
associations included in the algorithm (see Gagne´ et al.
2018), we find that the closest known association in
UVW space is the slightly younger (' 60 Myr; Platais
et al. 1998) Platais 810, located at 8 km s−1 from Volans-
Carina in UVW space, and ' 46 pc in XY Z space. Both
associations are spatially much smaller than the physi-
cal separation between the two groups (5.0 pc and 4.4 pc
respectively for Platais 8 and Volans-Carina), but their
relative proximity and similar ages and kinematics indi-
cates that the two groups may correspond to two star-
formation events that originally took place in the same
complex of molecular clouds.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We present a characterization of the young Volans-
Carina association, identified as ‘Group 30’, a group of
8 co-moving stars by Oh et al. (2017) and Faherty et al.
(2018). We find 11 additional high-likelihood members
with Gaia DR2, and we use the MIST isochrones an-
10 The members of Platais 8 have average UVW space velocities
of U = −11.5± 1.0 km s−1, V = −23.2± 0.8 km s−1, W = −4.1±
0.5 km s−1.
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chored on the Pleiades to determine an age of 89+5−7 Myr
for Volans-Carina. We build a kinematic model of its
members in XY ZUVW space and include it in the
BANYAN Σ Bayesian classification tool to identify 43
additional candidate members with estimated spectral
types in the range A0–M9 in Gaia DR2, and 3 with es-
timated spectral types in the range M6–M9 in 2MASS
and AllWISE.
We find that the present-day mass function of Volans-
Carina follows a fiducial log-normal distribution and
seems complete for masses above 0.2M, and we es-
timate that ' 40 additional members, mostly brown
dwarfs, remain to be discovered in the association.
Brown dwarfs in Volans-Carina with spectral types &L1
are too faint to be detected in 2MASS, but the mem-
bers with spectral types up to &L6 should be detected
in the WISE W2 band. Proper motion surveys based on
only WISE such as Backyard Worlds: Planet 9 (Kuchner
et al. 2017) will be needed to identify them.
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Table 5. Members and Candidates of Volans-Carina used for Isochrone Age Determination.
Name Spectral R.A.b Decl.b Trig. Dist. G GRP GBP
Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (pc) (mag) (mag) (mag)
TYC 8933-327-1 (K4) 08:26:49.603 -63:46:36.08 76.5± 0.6 10.5379± 0.0005 9.933± 0.001 11.008± 0.001
J0838-6716 (M5) 08:38:33.458 -67:16:35.95 85.7± 0.6 17.050± 0.001 15.703± 0.003 19.07± 0.03
J0848-6113 (M5) 08:48:55.579 -61:13:25.38 87.5± 0.6 16.795± 0.001 15.482± 0.004 18.68± 0.02
J0851-7140 (K8) 08:51:15.710 -71:40:14.37 79.3± 0.1 11.5974± 0.0007 10.818± 0.002 12.289± 0.003
J0852-6552 (M4) 08:52:40.594 -65:52:27.06 89.0± 0.5 15.132± 0.002 13.869± 0.004 16.821± 0.009
J0852-6401 (M6) 08:52:41.501 -64:01:22.14 83.1± 0.6 17.227± 0.001 15.849± 0.003 19.37± 0.03
J0854-7055 (M5) 08:54:45.629 -70:55:07.08 81.2± 0.4 15.188± 0.001 13.948± 0.002 16.80± 0.01
c Car B8 II 08:55:02.791 -60:38:39.00 94± 3 3.728± 0.005 3.889± 0.003 3.776± 0.005
J0855-6146 (M5) 08:55:56.496 -61:46:05.11 93.0± 0.6 15.936± 0.001 14.679± 0.002 17.660± 0.009
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Name Spectral R.A.b Decl.b Trig. Dist. G GRP GBP
Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (pc) (mag) (mag) (mag)
J0859-6919 (M2) 08:59:13.574 -69:19:43.48 87.1± 0.6 12.7541± 0.0004 11.792± 0.001 13.693± 0.002
J0859-6918 (M2) 08:59:15.199 -69:18:41.80 87.3± 0.2 12.812± 0.001 11.872± 0.003 13.741± 0.004
J0904-6325 (M5) 09:04:06.799 -63:25:32.92 78.1± 0.3 15.329± 0.001 14.092± 0.002 16.927± 0.006
J0909-6826 (M5) 09:09:00.787 -68:26:01.52 75± 4 15.716± 0.002 14.391± 0.002 17.469± 0.008
J0911-6631 (M4) 09:11:14.359 -66:31:38.18 86.3± 0.3 14.6815± 0.0006 13.499± 0.002 16.141± 0.005
J0913-6522 (M5) 09:13:36.286 -65:22:10.77 88.0± 0.4 15.7496± 0.0008 14.487± 0.002 17.43± 0.01
HD 80563 F3V 09:17:34.075 -63:23:13.88 91.4± 0.2 8.2152± 0.0004 7.880± 0.002 8.451± 0.001
J0917-6628 (M2) 09:17:49.649 -66:28:13.45 94.1± 0.3 13.076± 0.001 12.018± 0.002 14.215± 0.005
J0918-6310 (M5) 09:18:15.672 -63:10:53.32 86.2± 0.4 15.933± 0.001 14.664± 0.002 17.67± 0.01
J0919-6640 (M6) 09:19:11.796 -66:40:11.47 74.8± 0.7 17.443± 0.001 15.950± 0.005 20.18± 0.05
J0920-6607 (K8) 09:20:19.783 -66:07:41.06 87.4± 0.2 12.025± 0.002 11.212± 0.004 12.762± 0.006
J0920-6329 (M7) 09:20:26.126 -63:29:54.15 91± 2 18.524± 0.002 17.002± 0.007 20.7± 0.1
J0920-6309 (M2) 09:20:36.427 -63:09:59.14 91.6± 0.2 13.111± 0.002 12.136± 0.004 14.099± 0.007
J0922-6756 (M4) 09:22:19.841 -67:56:51.15 85.5± 0.3 14.518± 0.002 13.351± 0.007 15.916± 0.008
J0922-6206 (M5) 09:22:31.037 -62:06:06.57 89.6± 0.7 17.067± 0.001 15.653± 0.003 19.35± 0.03
J0923-6556 (M4) 09:23:41.916 -65:56:50.53 85.8± 0.2 14.6577± 0.0005 13.482± 0.002 16.092± 0.004
J0924-6254 (M5) 09:24:42.943 -62:54:46.14 90.3± 0.6 16.650± 0.001 15.352± 0.002 18.50± 0.01
J0924-6856 (M5) 09:24:43.270 -68:56:21.48 86.7± 0.5 15.9008± 0.0009 14.645± 0.002 17.568± 0.006
J0924-6216 (M7) 09:24:49.519 -62:16:31.28 88± 1 18.465± 0.002 16.973± 0.005 20.9± 0.1
HD 309681 G0 09:25:01.560 -64:37:30.49 86.7± 0.9 9.026± 0.001 8.554± 0.003 9.375± 0.003
J0926-6236 (M1) 09:26:31.370 -62:36:22.98 90.1± 0.9 12.6322± 0.0009 11.633± 0.002 13.645± 0.003
J0928-6553 (M5) 09:28:08.165 -65:53:58.23 94.8± 0.8 16.801± 0.001 15.494± 0.003 18.67± 0.02
HD 82406 A0V 09:28:30.456 -66:42:05.99 84± 1 5.8724± 0.0007 5.875± 0.004 5.905± 0.003
J0929-6345 (M4) 09:29:31.147 -63:45:39.03 88.3± 0.3 14.7788± 0.0007 13.50± 0.02 16.202± 0.008
J0931-6414 (M2) 09:31:16.178 -64:14:26.44 88.1± 0.3 12.859± 0.001 11.899± 0.002 13.819± 0.004
J0931-6419 (M5) 09:31:21.845 -64:19:23.40 96.7± 0.7 16.502± 0.001 15.186± 0.003 18.33± 0.02
J0931-6600 (M5) 09:31:43.946 -66:00:53.09 73.9± 0.3 20.61± 0.03 18.64± 0.04 21.0± 0.6
J0932-6908 (M5) 09:32:33.149 -69:08:43.18 86.7± 0.6 15.599± 0.001 14.273± 0.007 16.94± 0.02
J0933-6251 (M1) 09:33:00.082 -62:51:20.17 88.6± 0.2 12.5210± 0.0009 11.627± 0.003 13.345± 0.004
J0933-6330 (M4) 09:33:00.187 -63:30:37.54 88.6± 0.3 14.1925± 0.0006 13.109± 0.001 15.399± 0.003
J0934-6500 K7 09:34:55.690 -65:00:07.10 86.8± 0.2 12.2903± 0.0008 11.431± 0.004 13.089± 0.005
HD 83359 F5V 09:34:56.376 -64:59:57.38 87.4± 0.2 7.9007± 0.0004 7.537± 0.002 8.162± 0.002
HD 83523 A2V 09:36:05.098 -64:57:00.25 87.8± 0.3 6.5449± 0.0004 6.484± 0.004 6.595± 0.003
HD 83948 A9IV/V 09:38:45.130 -66:51:31.99 85.5± 0.2 7.3311± 0.0003 7.122± 0.002 7.487± 0.002
HD 83946 F5V 09:38:54.019 -64:59:26.10 90.5± 0.2 8.7190± 0.0005 8.329± 0.001 8.994± 0.001
TYC 8953-1289-1 (K4) 09:39:10.366 -66:46:14.85 84.3± 0.2 10.7231± 0.0005 10.094± 0.001 11.225± 0.002
J0941-6658 (M5) 09:41:06.749 -66:58:57.79 95.8± 0.7 15.7639± 0.0009 14.476± 0.002 17.533± 0.007
J0943-6422 (M5) 09:43:00.014 -64:22:28.53 95.7± 0.6 16.033± 0.001 14.718± 0.004 17.63± 0.03
J0945-6908 (M3) 09:45:15.134 -69:08:22.66 83.2± 0.1 13.342± 0.001 12.309± 0.003 14.431± 0.005
TYC 8950-1447-1 (K6) 09:48:19.150 -64:03:21.12 77.2± 0.1 11.034± 0.001 10.335± 0.002 11.627± 0.003
J0952-6731 (M5) 09:52:24.343 -67:31:12.96 87.1± 0.6 15.6347± 0.0007 14.344± 0.002 17.425± 0.007
J1001-6508 (M4) 10:01:48.014 -65:08:42.82 83.6± 0.3 15.019± 0.001 13.799± 0.003 16.587± 0.007
J1002-6845 (M4) 10:02:41.256 -68:45:17.33 93.7± 0.3 14.427± 0.001 13.274± 0.004 15.783± 0.007
TYC 9210-1818-1 (K6) 10:08:21.890 -67:56:39.63 86.8± 0.2 11.2997± 0.0007 10.590± 0.001 11.905± 0.002
J1008-6757 (M5) 10:08:21.938 -67:57:03.45 87.3± 0.5 16.160± 0.002 14.863± 0.005 17.93± 0.02
J1010-6616 (M5) 10:10:16.841 -66:16:00.06 81.5± 0.4 15.2555± 0.0005 13.962± 0.002 17.070± 0.004
CD-67 852 (K0) 10:12:29.772 -67:52:32.79 81.9± 0.2 9.7674± 0.0007 9.247± 0.003 10.157± 0.003
J1016-6603 (M5) 10:16:49.104 -66:03:05.37 84.4± 0.5 15.2210± 0.0006 13.950± 0.002 16.935± 0.005
J1022-6115 (M5) 10:22:28.822 -61:15:48.06 90.9± 0.7 16.718± 0.001 15.396± 0.002 18.55± 0.04
J1022-5847 (M2) 10:22:38.585 -58:47:59.67 82.8± 0.2 12.8032± 0.0005 11.846± 0.002 13.767± 0.003
Table 5 continued
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Table 5 (continued)
Name Spectral R.A.b Decl.b Trig. Dist. G GRP GBP
Typea (hh:mm:ss.sss) (dd:mm:ss.ss) (pc) (mag) (mag) (mag)
aSpectral types between parentheses were estimated from the absolute Gaia G–band magnitude.
b J2000 position at epoch 2015 from the Gaia DR2 catalog.
Note—All measurements in this table are from Lindegren et al. (2018), except for spectral types for which references are listed in Table 1.
JG wrote the codes, manuscript, generated figures and
led all analysis; JKF provided data on the Oh et al.
(2017) members and general comments; EEM provided
general comments, helped parse the literature and pro-
vide additional information on the members of Volans-
Carina, and provided help with the determination of the
association name and reddening.
Software: BANYAN Σ (Gagne´ et al. 2018).
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